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The signal-processing techniques for compact-cassette digital recording are of interest
to those concerned with consumer audio equipment. A cassette digital tape recorder
using a metal-evaporated tape has been developed together with a high-density ferrite
head having 12 tracks of 120-p,m track width and 0.3-p.m gap length per channel.
Specially designed digital signal-processing circuits include circuits for signal generation,
modulation, error correction, and signal control. The digital modulation scheme called
FEM-4 is a new and key item of the design. The practical design and system concepts
are outlined.

0 INTRODUCTION and track density for various systems and shows clearly
that these quantities should be higher for a DAT than

When the Compact Disc system was introduced to for the conventional analog system. These are the causes
the Japanese market, audio enthusiasts showed keen
interest in the system, and Compact Disc players began for most of the difficulties. Moreover, the relationship
disappearing from the market because of hardware between these factors is complex. For instance, the

required linear density depends on the digital modulation
shortages. Demand has now developed for a consumer scheme, track density, sampling rate, quantization, tape
digital audio tape recorder (DAT), a system that permits speed, and so on. Suitable recording density depends
digital recording as well as playback.

DAT system developments were announced by several also on an adequate playing time and on the reliability
companies, followed by demonstrations at audio shows, desired in a tape recorder for consumer use.
The systems developed are not compatible with each 2 STATIONARY HEAD VERSUS ROTARY HEAD
other, since tape and signal formats are different. We
see a high potential for DAT systems in the consumer Consumer requirements include small size, low price,
market, and as hardware manufacturers we feel a re- light weight, high quality, and easy operation. Fig. 1

sponsibility to disclose our own system concepts as a compares stationary-head with rotary-head recording.
step toward future standardization. Compared with rotary-head systems, a stationary-

Recording media and conversion electronics are also head system has higher recording density but lower
important, and are described in a companion paper. In track density. The area density of both systems is gen-
this paper we deal only with the DAT system concept, erally considered to be 10 M bit/in2-20 Mbit/in 2. The
the digital modulation scheme, and the error-correction packing bit density, however, will soon be increased
scheme, if a new recording technologysuch as perpendicular

recording is introduced.
I RECORDING DENSITY For many consumers a cassette system is the best

way to handle and store recordings. The cassette ar-
Recording density in digital tape recorders, both sta- rangement is also effective in protecting digital re-

tionary-head and rotary-head types, increases gradually cordings from dust, fingerprints, and breakage. Editing
following development in recording tape, magnetic capability is another factor essential for ordinary music
heads, recording equalization, tape speed control, error recording. Accordingly, fast cuing operation as well
correction, digital modulation, and the tape-transport as quick response in stop, start, and standby modes
mechanism, are important. Since an intricate mechanicalstructure

Fig. 1 plots the relationship between linear density increases cost, a compact-cassette digital system has

* Presented at the 73rd Convention of the Audio Engineering advantages over a rotary-head (VCR) recorder. These
Society, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, 1983 March 15-18. were our reasons for choosing a stationary-head system.
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3 TAPE FORMAT dress and other control signals (such as capstan serve).
The multitrack head is a combination type for re-

For two-channel operation with a 44.1-kHz sampling cording and reproduction. The gap length is set at 0.3
frequency and 16-bit quantization the required band-

ixm for the presumed recording wavelength of 1-1.5
width for digital audio signals is 1.5-2 MHz, and re- p,m. Fig. 3 shows an external view of the experimental
cording and reproduction are not possible with con- head.
ventional heads and tape speed. Multiple tracking is

usually applied to keep the recording frequency per 4 SIGNAL FORMAT
track sufficiently low. The number of tracks and the
tape speed must be chosen according to the character- Fig. 4 shows examples of the signal format. The
istics and the performance of the head and the recording sample in Fig. 4(a) is for a compact cassette using
characteristics of the tape. 44.1-kHz sampling frequency, 16-bit quantization, and

Both bulk type or thin-film type heads are available, two channels to realize a performance equivalent to
The former are suitable for short-wavelength recording, that of the Compact Disc. The sample in Fig. 4(b) is
the latter for multitrack recordings, for a microcassette, which has a nonlinear quantization

For digital recording we have developed an advanced system with 32-kHz sampling frequency.
evaporated tape and have chosen a ferrite head in com- The signal format comprises the synchronous data
bination with this tape. of 8 bits and user data of 8 bits. One frame for compact

An increased number of tracks makes the track width cassette consists of 8 data words, error-correcting code
narrower, degrades the signal-to-noise ratio, and makes

the head susceptible to dropout from dust and tape _ _:;!_ % %%% %%
flaws. A highly accurate tape-transporting mechanism V/_Track -- 12.'/////////J_,
and uniform tape width are also required, which conflicts _ _r J-_%%_%%%%%%%%%%%%%_
with the simplicity of a compact-cassette recorder. F///'rrack' _////////)
Crosstalk increases as well. Accordingly, a trial 12- ,_-J__%% % %_%%
track head was made to minimize the number of tracks. }/,//r/F,Trackr ,_, 10_////////_

Fig. 2 shows the tape format. The track width is 120 _r±_%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%_
Ixm, and the track spacing is 35 txm. [/r//zrack -- 91///////_//_

The two-channel audio signals are distributed to 10 _-i _%%%_%%%%%%%%_%%_
tracks, and two auxiliary tracks are provided. One pur- /Track -- 8 Y /

pose of the two auxiliaries is to record parity in order _./r//Yi-ack ', 7 f////7'//,///J

to permit error correction when any two out of the 10 _ z - J__% % % ',,%
data tracks are subjected to long-term code error from _///_,Trac.k.7' 6 y///////_/ _'[
dropouts. A second purpose is for random-access ad- _,,rJ-_%%%%%%%%%%%%%_

_/j,_rT i:aCk ' 5 _//////////_

V/'J,T,r a c k , - 4._/////////_

. / r.l

3 ,x ' '--±× % %% 61 I

2 i

'_'1000 V_Track '& i _/////_ '//r [ ,
tO :'

.=_. 7 Fig. 2. _Iape format.
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P and Q, and error-detecting code CRCC (cyclic re- the right-hand column of Table 1 a special modulation

dundancycheckcode), rule is applied.
The data word and the error-correcting code P and A new digital modulation system, FEM-5, was also

Q are subjected to an adequate interleave treatment, developed in which Trnaxis improved by 33.3%, from
In the tape-track direction the addition of parity R is 6T of 3PM to 4T. The algorithm and the hardware
possible for every five tracks, and the configuration is configuration of this system are a little more intricate.
effectively resistant to single-track trouble. Table 2 shows the conversion table and the algorithm.

Because of hardware limitations, FEM-4 is now used.

5 DIGITAL MODULATION SYSTEM [1 ]-[3] Table 3 compares the new andthe conventional systems.

The recording rate in one track is 211.68 kbit/s, and Fig. 6 illustrates the generation probability versus
recording is not possible with conventional modulation the length between transitions (related to clock regen-

eration and bit synchronization capability) for the new
because of the recording wavelength. With Modified
Frequency Modulation (MFM) the recording wavelength
is 0.89 txm if the tape speed is 95 mm/s and the code 1 FRAME( 192BITS)
error will increase. With 3 Position Modulation the _ B,TS _E,_TSx mOWORDS _BB,TS
wavelength is 1.34 gm and recording and reproduction

are possible. For the compact cassette, however, jitter Islul DATA I P I o IcRcI

will increase, and a modulation system with shorter islul DA*A I P I ° IcRcl

maximum length between transitions is required. We ] P [ Q iCRCI
have therefore developed a modulation system exclu- Is[u[ DATA
sively for the compact cassette and the microcassette islul DATA I P I OIcRcl
so as to realize high-density recording and reproduction. [sIuI DATA I p [ ° ]cRcl

The conditions generally required for the modulation Islul R IOBCI
systemare ,2TRACK._

1) Wide window margin Tw islul DATA I P I o lc"el
2) Small maximum lengthbetweentransitions Islul DATA I PI ° lC"C!
3) Large minimum length between transitions
4) Largedensityratio islul DATA I"I oIc"cl
5) Small error propagation at demodulation [slu I DATA I "I ° IcRcl

6) Easy self-locking _ Islul OAT_ I "I ° IcBcl
7) Small number of handling bits (m, n) for a con- isluI R ICRCIversion.

The well-known MFM and 3PM have been used for s SYNCBITS P.Q&R; PARITYBITS

digital recorders, and both are run-length limited code. u USER'SB_TS
3PM has the same Twas MFM, but rmi n and Density (a)

Ratio (DR) are 1.5 times as large, and Truaxis 3 times I FRAME ( 192 BITS )

as large (6T).
The new system is a four-to-eightmodulationtype 16 BITS B BITS x 20 WORDS 16 BITS

in which the binary data of 4 bits are converted to I "I o IcRclcoded words of 8 bits. Tmi n and DR are the same as for Is[u[ DATA
3PM, and the length between transitions is 1.5-4.5T. Is[u[ DA*A I "I OIc"cl
The window margin is 0.5T. isiol DATA I "I o Ic"cI

The system is called FEM-4. The maximum length [sluI DATA I P I O ICRC]
between transitions Trna x is improved by as much as
25% from 6T of 3PM to 4.5T. The hardware can be [slu[ BAT_ I P I ° IcRcl

realized rather easily with some gate arrays. Table 1 Islul R IcRcl
shows the conversion table of FEM-4, and Fig. 5 is an _2TRACKSistul DATA I PI oICR_I
example of the hardware structure. In the drawings,

En: = original data [sluI DATA IPI°ICR_I
En + 1: = Data word before original data in ]slu[ DATA I "I o ICRCl

time series Islul DATA IPIoIc.cI
En - 1: = Data word after original data in time Islul DATA i P i o IcRcIseries

Pn, X: = Xth bit of modulation data to original Islul R Ic.ol
data En s; SYNC BITS P,Q & R ; PARITY BITS

Pn + 1, X: = Xth bit of modulation data to original u; USER'SB,TS
dataEn+ 1. (b)

The original data are expressed in the hexadecimal sys- Fig. 4. Example of signal format. (a) Compact cassette. (b)
tem as shown above. To the combinations shown under Microcassette.
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modulation systems and for FEM- 1, whose performance 6 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
is equivalent to that of conventional 3PM.

With high generating probability of short lengths To the data sampled at 44.1 kHz and quantized to
between transitions, the bit synchronization and clock 16 bits by an analog-to-digital converter, the error-

pull-in capability are greater. As the comparison shows, correction code P and Q, a synchronizing signal, and
the Phase tolerance of the system to jitter is larger the error-detection code CRCC are added, and then
because Truaxis shorter than that of 3PM. Advantages distributed to each track, modulated, and transferred
of the higher transition probability are the followup to to the recording circuit of each track.

jitter under normal conditions and quick pull-in syn- The reproduced signals are subjected to waveform
chronizing after a long-term signal suspension due to equalization and then transmitted to clock-regeneration
such troubles as dropout, and synchronizing-extract circuits in pulse form. Sub-

Table 1. Data conversion in FEM-4. MODULATIONRULE IN FEM-4

ORIGINAL MODULATION MODULATION *1. IF En+l En = (20 THEN Pn+l,8 = 1
no. DATA(i) DATA(2) = (30 Pn ,3 = 1

En Pn,i Pm,i = (40
i/12345678 i/12345678 = (80

: (90
1 0000 00000010 00001000 = (FO
2 0001 00000100 = (21
3 0010 00010000 = (31
4 0011 00100000 = (41
5 0100 01000000 01001001 = (91
6 0101 00010010
7 0110 10010010 *2. IF En+l En = (42)16
8 0111 00100100 = (45)
9 1000 01001000
10 1001 10010000 THEN Pn+l,1~ Pn+l,8 = 01001001
11 1010 10000010
12 1011 00100010 *3. IF En+l En = (10)16 AND Eh-1 = (6)16
13 1100 01000010 = (70) = (9)
14 1101 01000100 = (DO) = (A)
15 1110 10000100 = (LO) = (E)
16 1111 10001000 = (F)

THEN En : 00001000

*4. IF Pn+l,7 Pn+l,8 Pn,1 = 101

THEN : 010

Tabh 2. Data conversion in FEM-5. *2. IF En+l En : 42)16 AND En-1 = (2)16
= 43)

ORIGINAL MODULATION MODULATION MODULATION : 45)
no. DATA(l) DATA(2) DATA(3) = 47)

En Pn,i Pn,i Pn,i = 4B)
i/12345678 i/12345678 i/12345678 = 80)

: 81)
i 0000 00000010 00001000 00001001

2 0001 00000100 THEN Pn+l,1~ Pn+l,8 = 01001001
3 0010 00010000

4 0011 00100000 10001001 .3. IF En+l En = (10)16 AND En-1 >< (0)16
5 0100 01000000 01001001 = (70
6 0101 000100_0 = (00
7 0110 10010010 = (LO
8 0111 00100100
9 1000 01001000 OR = (00 AND En-1 = (6)

10 1001 10010000 = (50 = (9)
11 1010 10000010 : (80 : (A)
12 1011 00100010 = (AO = (E)
13 1100 01000010 = (BO = (F)
14 1101 01000100 = (CO
15 1110 10000100
16 1111 10001000

THEN Pn ,1 ~ Pn ,8 = 00001000

*4. IF En+l En = (10)16 AND En-1 = (0)16
= (70) = (1)
= (DO)

MODULATIONRULE IN FEM-5 = (LO)

'1. IF En+i En = (20)16 THEN Pn+l,8 = 1 THEN Pn ,1 ~ Pn ,8 = 00001001
= (30 Pn ,3 = 1
: (40 '5. IF En+l En : (32)16
= (90 = (35)
= (FO
= (21 THEN Pn+l,1 ~ Pn+l,8 = 10001001
= (31
= (41 *6. IF Pn+l,7 Pn+l,8 Pn,1 = 101
: (91
= (Fl THEN = 010
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Table 3. Comparison of parameters in various modulation sequently the signals are demodulated and tested for
systems, errordetection.

Bit Tmin X Demodulated data of each track have absorbed jitter,
Method Tw Tmin Tmax Sync dc DR Tmax and the error correction in the track-width direction is
NRZ/NRZI T T OO X X 1 1 executed if parity is added in the track-width direction.
PE/FM T/2 T/2 T 0 0 1/2 0.25 After rearrangement for unification, error detection

MFM T/2 T 2T O X 1 0.5 and correction are made again, and the data are then
M T/2 T 3T O X 1 0.5
4/SMNRZI 4T/5 4T/5 12T/5 O X 4/5 0.64 converted into analog signals by a digital-to-analog
3PM T/2 1.5T 6T O x 1.5 0.75 converter. Fig. 7 shows the outline of this signal pro-
HDM-1 T/2 1.5T 4.5T O X 1.5 0.75 cessing.
HDM-2 T/2 1.5T 4T O X 1.5 0.75
HDM-3 T/3 2T 25T/3 O X 2 0.67 Differing from conventional hardware design, a mi-

FEM 0.47T 1.41T 5.18T O X 1.41 0.66 croprogramming method is introduced into the digital
IDM T/2 T 2T O X 1 0.5 signal processing. The signal processor has a compo-
FEM-4 T/2 1.5T 4.5T O X 1.5 10.75
FEM-5 T/2 1.5T 4T O X 1.5 0.75 sition similar to that of a commercial digital signal

processor and includes 1) microprogram memory, 2)

BEFORE LAST PRESENTNEXT
LAST

iiTiiiii ....iiii

iii!!'l
h OAo

MOO

MOD = AO*Ai*A2*P1 + AO-*Ai*A2*P2 + AO~*AI-*A2*P3 + AO~*Ai~*A2*P4
+ AO*Ai*A2~*P5 + AO~*Ai*A2*P6 + AO*AI~*A2~*P7 + A^*Ai~*A2-P8

WHERE
Pi' = E~*F*G + E~*F*H + F*G*H + E*F-*G~*H
P2' = E~*F~*G + E-*F~*H + F~*G*H
P3' = E*F*G~ + E*F*H~
P4' = E-*F*H~ + E*F-*G*H- + E*F~*G~*H
PS' = E~*F~*G~*H + E*F*G*H
P6' = E*F~*G~*H~ + E*F*G*H~ + E~*F*G*H
R7' = E~*F~*G~*H~ + E*F~*G*H ~ + E~*F*G*H ~ + E~*F~*G*H + F*G~*H
P8' = 0 '"

ps''= B~,C~,O~,F.G~.H. + A~.B~.C~*O~*F~*G~*H + B~.C-*O~*E~.F~*G*H ~
+ B~,C~.O~*E*F~*G~*H + A~*B~*C-*O~*E*F*G*H

P3 ''= P3' + F~*G~*H~*J*K~*L ~ + E~*F-*G~*H~*J~*K~*L + F~*G~*H~*I~*J~*K*L '
+ F~*G~*H~*I*J~*K~*L + E~*F~*G-*H~*I*J*K*L +

P8'''= P'' + A~*B*C~*O~*E~*F~*G*H ~ + A*B~*C*O~*E~*F-*G*H~
P5''= P5' + A~*B*C~*O~*E~*F~*G*H ~ + A*B~*C*O~*E~*F~*G*H~

WO = E~*F~*G~*H~ P1 = PI''
X = R6*WO*NI P2 = P2'
P5'''= PS'' + X PS = P3 .... indicates inverse
P7'' = P7'*X P4 = P4'

P5 = P5'''
PI'' = PI'(R7''' + RS''') P6 = P6'
P7'''= P7''(PS''' + Ni~) P7 = PT'''
P8.... = P8''' + P7''*N1 P8 = P8....

(a)

Fig. 5(a). Example of modulation circuit for FEM-4.
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LAST PRESENT NEXT
L$ N3

TTTTiTTT:TT
FPLA I

_A

I FPLA _ B

Ol 02 04
PARALLC_)UT SERIAL OUT

01 = S1'**S3~*S4~*S5'*S6'S7 ~ + S1_*S2 -*S3-*S4~*S5~*S7~
+ S1~.S2~*S3^*Sa*S5~*S6~*S7 + S1,S2~,S3~.S4.S5~*S6~*S7 -
+ S1~,S2~*S3,S4~*S5~*S6 ~ + S1,S2~*S3~*S4~*S5.S6~*S7~

02 = S1~*S2~*S3~*Sa*S5~*S6~*S7 ~ + S1 ~*S2~*S3.S4~*S5~*S7~
+ S1,S2~*S3~*S5'*S6~*S7 + S1'*S2-*S3,S4~*S5~*S6 ~
+ S1,S2~*S3~*S4'*S5~*S6,S7 ~ + S1,S2~*S3~*S4~*S5.S6~*S7 ~

03 = S1~*S2'S3~*S4~*S5~*S6 ~ + s2~*s3~*s4-s5 ~*S&~*S7
+ s1~,s2~,s3.s4~,s5~.s6.s7 ~ + s1~,s2,s3~,s4~,s5~,s7~
+ s1,s2~.s3~,s4~,s5~.s6:s7 ~ + s1,s2~,s3~,s4~.s5,s6~,s'~

04 = s1~,s2.s3~,s4~,s5-s6~.s '~ + s1,s2~,s3~*s4 *S5~*S6~*S7~
+ s1,s2~,s3~,s4-,s5~,s6~,s7 + s1-,s2~,s3.s4~,s5~,s6~,s7
+.s1~.s2,s3~,s4~,s5~,s6~,s7 m s1-,s2,s3~,s4~,s5-,s6,s7~
+ s1,s2~,s3~,s4~,s5~,s6,s7 ~ + s1,s2~,s3~,s4~,s5,s6~,s7 ~

K8 = L8*P3~ V = JS*Pi*P2*O5

S3 = P3*L8~ S5 = O5- V~
O8 = PS*N3 ~ Q7 = P7 + V

J8 = LS-*K8 Si = J8 + Pi

Q5 = P5*Q8 ~ S7 = Q7 + R8
R8 = P5~*Q8

SO = A*8*O1 + A* B~*02 + A~'8'03 + A~'8~*04

(b)

Fig. 5(b). Example of demodulation circuit for FEM-4.

microprogram sequencer, 3) arithmetic and logic unit, 7) Intersymbol interference.
4) error counter, 5) data memory, 6) interleave memory, These can cause random error or burst error. To cor-
7) matrix arithmetic circuit, 8) input and output, 9) rect code errors so caused, interleaving to scatter the
modulation and demodulation circuit, and 10) syn- data in the longitudinal (track) direction of the tape is

chronizing extraction and clock-regeneration circuits, ordinarily combined with an error-correction code and
The system can be changed simply by rewriting the error detection. The interleave length (distance) is de-
memory and without changing the hardware. Fig. 8 termined by either of the following two methods.
shows the outline of this processing. 1) Gilbert model [4]. The interleave time m is the

7 HOW TO DETERMINE CODE ERROR--THE

O'5f

ERROR-CORRECTING SYSTEM

>.04 ·Causes of code error in digital recording are

1) Intrinsic defects of the recording medium, such _o.a _:,as defectivemagneticmaterial ,_

2) Defects on the medium made during operation, ° t0.2- '_,_ /_' r--FEM-i:._,_

such as finger prints, flaws, or dust deposited during _--FEM-5EM_4

use o.1

3) Faults of the reproducing mechanism, such as track
derailing or disordered capstan serve , , .

4) Variation of reproduced signal level o T 2T 3T 4T 5I 6T 7TLENGTH BETWEEN TRANSITIONS

5) Jitter
6) Noise Fig.6. Generationprobabilityoflengthbetweentransitions.
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time in which the generation probability Pr(B) of having the following linear transition probability matrix:
an error in the nth bit after a burst generation settles

to acertainvalueZ2(ort2). S = [St, S,2] = [_ P]2) Dropout run distribution. The maximum dropout [ 521 S22] ' (1)

length of the dropout distribution is taken as the in-
terleave distance. Sincethe number of signalsreproducedis quite large,

The greater distance of 1) or 2) is taken as the in- the bit stream given by the Gilbert model may be taken
terleave length, as a constant Markov chain. Accordingly, the fixed

The Gilbert model was proposed as a simple statistical probability vector is given by the following equation:
analysis method of code errors which occur continuously
in transmission circuits, and is defined by the transition
probability between no-error condition G and error Z = (Z], Z2)
condition B, as shown in Fig. 9.

If the parameters of the Gilbert model are Si] = p, where
S12 = P, S21 = Q, and S22 = q, it can be shown by

S12
Z2 -

Si2 + S2]
ANALOG ANALOG

OUT IN

- p + Q - t2 · (2)

I The bit correlation coefficient _ is generally used fre-
P.OCESSE. quently and defined as:

Fig. 7. Blockdiagram of digital signal processing. Fig. 9. Gilbert model.

,3

AUDIO DA1A BUS J[
V

MICROPROGRAM DATA INTERFACE

O MEMORY I' MEMORY MEMORY

PCM I/0 RECORDER

.MODURATION _

.SYNC. DETECT OR

O_ MICROCASSETTE
RECORDER

4

INTERNAL DATA BUS!ii_

SYSTEMLOAD '

LOADER MEMORY ---_LOADER I

Fig. 8. Outline of universal processor.
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shows the nature of the code error with regard to of theoretical code error calculated from Pi(s) and the
burst or random characteristics. The code error tends measured value is minimized.

more to burst error as [ approaches 1 and tends more 2) To calculate the parameters from the following
to random error as [ approaches 0. equations for mean burst length and mean nonerror

The probability Pr(B) for an error in the nth bit after burst length:
theburstisgivenby .

NiLi

n-1 mean burst length B - i=.t 1 (7)

Pr(B) = qn + _] i ' qi-] . pn-i-1 . Q . p . _ Ni Q
i=2 (4) i=l

The probability t2 of settling after time m from a burst *
generation is given by (N -- E NiLi)

mean nonerror burst length G = i= 1oo

p _ Ni

t2 - p + Q. (5) i=l

1 (8)
(Thisgivesthemeanbiterrorratio.) P

The generation probability Pi(s) for. the continuous
code error of i bits is given by where

Li = average burst bit length the burst length dis-
tribution of which is in the interval of (Ii_l,

Pi(s) = Z1 · S12 ' S_21 · S21 · (6) Ii) bit
Ni = number of times the burst occurs
N = total number of bits within total time of ob-

There are two methods to find the parameters, servation.
1) To apply a nonlinear programming method so that

the square of the difference between the run distribution Fig. 10 shows a measured example of the run dis-

1

[cou.V.,..]
1000

7 :::E:E:i!EE:E:::::E:::'E:::E:!::E::E!:EE:EE:E::E::::E::::!::::E::3:_--]::::5

100

7 ..........................................................'...........................................................'.........................................................

...................i :.........................................................

.... q : : ,

7" ............_......................._....................._................._.....................................;................................................_........ 4.......... !_.............. i.......... ; ...................;...................................i................................................................
5 ............i':',...........:r...............................................................4..................i......................................

.................¥..............:_.................:............................................:t...............,:............ :.................:
3 ...............:"'T-"""'[' ................:...................:.............:................:...................:..........................T....
2 ............i-...-'\}?:.i.,<::·............? ..............i....................... i.............4...............i........... i --

i i',----i_'L i i i ! i
I f-- "1

0 2oo 4oo soo 8oo lOOOkUS]
DATE : ....:',2/,:')',::/07 Gi i bePt C:c,r,.-t.__.r_t F' : _'_..:,_:__.,a,za-('>¢:,'-"-'........ ..
'.:_;TART time : 1!:00:0',-: Gilbet't Const.._.nt p : .'.;.".;"79'.-?c_,
,-_r ' - ' ' . . (:)215:-:75r_m-,,_ltime : i! 1{.)',:11(-)7 Gi lb'eft Constant I) :
Clock fr. eq : :-:20 KHz Cilbert Cc,r,s.tarJt q : .'77',-:4!:-:
fdA;,; Len._:th : 2250 u:-; 1-P-C! = : .'-'7:-:40:-',

.-, ... ,-,
MAX C,_-iu Fi t : _:c, ;'

CONt'iENT : TAPE: D7,'325-2 : MECHA: N0.2

: dD,: -;J, ,dB : REC. F F.:EC!: 70KHz

Fig. 10. Example of dropout run distribution of compact cassette digital recorder.
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tribution of the dropout of the compact-cassette recorder, 2.25 ms. Accordingly the required interleave time in
and Fig. 11 is a sketch of the dropout measuring system, the tape longitudinal direction is 2.8 ms and higher,

In this example the parameters of the Gilbert model which is equivalent to three frames.
are obtained from Eqs. (7) and (8) as follows: From the run distribution of Fig. 10,

Q = 0.216 × 10 -] _ = 1 - P - Q = 0.9784

q = 1 - Q = 0.978 and this indicates a high burst performance. Fig. 13
shows an example of the signal format now used.

p = 0.9999996
8 PRACTICAL METHOD OF CODE ERROR

P = t - p = 0.432 × ]0 -6 CORRECTION

Fig. 12 shows the generation probability Pr(B) of error To ensure a high correction capability, the b-adjacentcode is used for the correction of two error words. The
of the nth bit after the generation of a burst error cai-

inspection bits with the b-adjacent code are obtained
culated from the above parameters.

From the drawing the settling time m to the mean
bit error ratio, t2 = P/(P + Q), is 2.83 ms.

The maximum burst length obtained from Fig. 10 is 1

INPUT _ COMPUTER ODETI CTOR t_

_ --2

=_1o
FLOPPY DISC

en
2

ti

llll[l',, ,'fll-[I-THRESHOLD .O

I I I I I I
0 100 200 300 400 500 [urn]

COUNT CK ___ Distance in Longitudinal Direction of the Tape

Fig. 11. Dropout measuring system. Fig. 12. Probability Pr(B) of error of nth bit after generation
of burst.

1 FRAME

N
R 3

L2

RD

P

R PARITY
12 TRACK_

L 1

o

L31

R1

R PARITY

L R L R L R L R p OIllllllllll
I ,FRAME J

Fig. 13. Word sequence on tape of compact cassette digital tape recorder.
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from the following equations: S2 = T9-iEi (_ T9-JEj · (16)

P = Lo Q R0 (_) Li (_) R1 (_) L2 From Eqs. (15) and (16), E i and Ej are determined as
follows:

(_) R 2 (_ Z 3 (_ R 3 (9)

E i = (T 9-i (_) Tv-j)-I(Tg-JS 1 (_) S2) (17)

Q = TSLo (_ T7Ro (_) T6L] (_ TSRi

Ed = SI (_) Ei · (18)
(_ T4L2 (_ T3R2 (_) T2L3 O TR3 (10)

Details of an inverse matrix such as (T9-i + T9-j) -!
where T is the generation matrix. Fig. 14 shows an are calculated for all cases and are memorized on ROM.

example. Errorcorrectioncanbemadeby
The frames recorded in this manner are reproduced

as the data including code errors Lo' _ Q'. D i = D i' _ E i (19)
In the decoding process of the adjacent code, the

following two syndromes Si and S2 are formed: Dj = Dj' Q Ej . (20)

Si -- Lo' Q Re' (_) Li' (_) Ri' (_) L2' For more powerful error correction, simple addition
parity R can be provided in the tape-track direction of

(_) R2' _ L3' (_)R3' (11) this system.

This system can correct the error words of any one
S2 = Q' Q TSLo' (_) TTRo' _ T6L1' _ TSR]' ofthefivetracksinaparityblockduetopigmentdrop-

ping off the tape material.
(_) T4L2 ' (_) T3R2 ' (_) T2L3 ' (_) TR3' .(12)

9 SPECIFICATIONS OF SAMPLE
By finding i which satisfies

Tables 4 and 5 give the specifications of the exper-

T 9-i = S 2 (13) imental compact-cassette and microcassette recorders.
Figs. 15 and 16 show the decks.

from the above equations, it is found that the error

datum is the/th word. The error word is corrected by Table 4. Specifications of compact cassette digital
thefollowingequation: recorder.

Di = Di' (_) S1 · (14) Tape Digital tape (compact cassette, tapewidth 3.81 mm)
Recording Stereo (forward and reverse), 5 or 6

The position of the error word is compared with the tracks per channel
result of CRCC. Tape speed 95 mm/s

Playback time 60 min
For two-word errors the syndromes are given below Sampling frequency 44.1 kHz

if the error patterns are Ei, Ej and the error words are Quantization 16 bits, linear
Error correction 2 or 3 parity

Di', Dj': Modulation FEM-4
Dynamic range More than 90 dB

Si = Ei _ Ej (15) Frequency charac- 20 Hz-20 kHz (+ 1.0 dB)
teristic

Distortion Less than 0.05%
Wow and flutter Crystal oscillator accuracy

0000000000000001
100 O000000 O00000
0100000000000000
00 10000000000 i) 00 Table 5. Specifications of microcassette digital recorder.
0001000000000001
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 (_ 0 I_ 0 0 0 0 Tape Digital tape(microcassette, tape.... width3.81mm)
,:) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Recording Stereo (forward and reverse), 5 or 6

T -- 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 tracks per channel0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tape speed 47.5mm/s
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Playbacktime 45min

Sampling frequency 32 kHz
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Quantization 8bits, nonlinear
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Errorcorrection 2or3parity
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 Modulation FEM-4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I Dynamicrange Morethan85dB
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 Frequency 20Hz-15kHz(-+l.0dB)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 characteristic- - - Distortion Lessthan0.1%

Wow and flutter Crystal oscillator accuracy
Fig. 14. Example of generation matrix.
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10 PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

The experimental recorders still have some problems
to be solved.

1) The tape transport system is not stable, and the
code error ratio fluctuates substantially. Problems are
tape tension, tape slipping, and tape position control.

2) Influence of the cassette itself. Fig. 15. Compact cassette digital tape recorder.

3) Servo by an exclusive track to prevent the influence
of dropout.

4)Compatibilityamongdecks.
5) Achievement of fewer tracks and shorter wave-

length recording with the bulk head to reduce expensive
multitrack circuit cost.

6) Recording and reproduction by a thin-film head
having a potential of higher area density (20 Mbit/in2).

11 CONCLUSION

1) High-density recording and reproducing was re- Fig. 16. Microcassette digital tape recorder.
alized with a comparatively small number of tracks,
with a possibility of future circuit cost reduction.

2) A new error-correction system was developed the head; and Mr. Hanakawa, Chief Engineerandproject
which can correct the major dropout in any one of five leader, and also Mr. Kitakawa, Mr. Murai, Engineer,
tracks by combining parity in the tape-track direction, Mr. Nakamura, Mr. Shimada, Mr. Takizawa, Mr.
interleave, b-adjacent code, and CRCC. Iwakuni, and Miss Tamaki, the group members, and

3) Digital modulation systems, called FEM-4 and all other persons concerned.
FEM-5, were developed to realize high packing density.
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